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NATIONAL BANK NOTE COLLECTORS HAVE LONG REVERED
the “Out in 1910” data published in their catalogs as a reliable mea-
sure of rarity for banks that liquidated early during the National Bank
Note era.  “Out in 1910” was the dollar total of unredeemed notes as

reported by the Comptroller of the Currency based on the dollar total issued to
the bank less the value of notes redeemed from circulation through 1910.  Pricing
of nationals often is heavily influenced by these numbers, especially if the balances
are less than a thousand dollars.

If you are going to be charged based on these numbers, it is imperative
that you understand the limitations and pitfalls associated with the creation of
them.  Probably your enthusiasm for these numbers will be appreciably dimin-
ished when you finish reading this.

What are “Out in 1910” Data?
The “Out in 1910” data were lifted by Louis Van Belkum from Tables 40

through 43 in the 1910 Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency.
These data apply to banks that were liquidated prior to the date of the report, and

show the then current amount that was supposed to be outstanding from the cir-
culation of the bank.  The tables were lengthy, taking up 34 pages printed in very
small type (Figure 1).  Both Hickman & Oakes and Kelly incorporated these data
into their catalogs.

The last time these totals were published for the liquidated banks was in
1910.  In contrast, similar data for failed banks were published through 1915.
Both types of data share the same pitfalls, although we’ll examine only the 1910
data here.

The 1910 data for the liquidated banks are a slippery slope for the unso-
phisticated user because the playing field isn’t level.  If a bank went out of business
in 1870, 40 years of attrition would have worked its terror on the notes issued by
that bank, and the total left in 1910 obviously would be very small.  However, if
the bank liquidated in 1909, only one year’s worth of attrition would have
occurred and the total outstanding would be huge in comparison.  The result is
that the data are not internally comparable.
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However, collectors and dealers always have loved the Out in 1910 data,
especially for the banks that liquidated very early, because the numbers are small
and are used as proof positive that the survivors that they possess are great rarities.
Both collectors and dealers enjoy deceiving themselves and others about the value
of notes based on the merits of the smallness of the Out in 1910 numbers.

Astute buyers realize that now, after a century of additional attrition since
1910, the playing field is starting to level for all the early banks.  The intervening
attrition over this long period has rendered scarce to very rare all notes except
from the banks with the largest circulations.  Consequently, the sophisticated
buyer uses other statistics or indicators that are not so fraught with problems.
The use of internally comparable statistics, such as the varying circulation of a
bank, the total number of notes issued, when the bank went out of business, the
denominations issues, etc., yield a more informed result.  The informed buyer can
buy notes from banks with fairly large Out in 1910 figures that other criteria indi-
cate should be scarce, and obtain equivalent rarities for a fraction of the price of
those with low Out in 1910 numbers!

Aside from the fact that the Out in 1910 data are not internally compara-
ble, it is important for the discussion at hand to recognize that the numbers them-
selves are deeply flawed.  In previous articles, we have focused on the unreliability
of the outstanding data that have been abstracted from the ledgers for individual
issuing banks.  Two major and widespread problems have been documented.

Sorting errors in the redemption process were pervasive and caused

Figure 1 – This is a page from the
1909 Comptroller of the Currency
Annual Report tables that showed the
declining outstanding circulation bal-
ances for liquidated banks.  The last
such tables were published in 1910,
and were where Van Belkum
obtained the widely used Out in 1910
data. 
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redemptions to be credited to the wrong bank.  These could cut both ways.  If too
many redeemed notes were credited to a wrong bank, the rarity of the notes from
the bank became overstated.  The converse was true if too few were credited,
because the data would lead you to believe that more notes were outstanding than
was the case.   The bottom line is that the large out balances are unreliable, many
being either too small or too large.

Additionally, bookkeeping procedures employed when the corporate
charters of national banks were periodically extended caused tens of millions of
dollars worth of unredeemed early issues to disappear from the outstanding totals
carried on the bank’s ledger because those notes were made the liability of the
Treasury instead of the issuing banks.  Consequently the numbers abstracted from
the ledgers greatly exaggerate the true scarcity of notes from affected banks
because there were more notes outstanding than the data revealed.  Reliance on
such data typically costs the buyer more money than justified.

Both of these problems impact the Out in 1910 data being discussed here,
but things actually got much worse in many circumstances as you will see!  

We can readily demonstrate that the data for an interesting class of banks
listed in the Out in 1910 tables got thoroughly mixed and confused.  The banks
we will examine here are those that were liquidated and succeed by another with
same title, but, of course, a new charter number. 

The reason that the outstanding data for liquidated banks ceased to be
published after 1910 was that it was a waste of time for the Redemption Agency to
continue to sort and for the Comptroller’s clerks to continue to account for the
notes redeemed from those banks.  Once a bank was liquidated, the bankers paid
an amount equal to their outstanding notes into the Treasury redemption fund,
and their outstanding notes became the liability of the Treasury.  It would be suf-
ficient to simply sort all the notes from the liquidated banks to one account and
charge them off against the money held in the Treasury for their redemption.

The Comptroller who put this procedure into practice was Lawrence
Murray.  Murray was appointed by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908.  One
insider, Thomas P. Kane wrote in 1922:

His administration of the Bureau always will be known by those who
were officially connected with it at the time, as “the period of the reforma-
tion,” because of the numerous innovations introduced and his utter disregard
of law and precedent in the practice of the office and in the enforcement of
what he termed modern methods of supervision of the banks.

When Murray took office, the National Bank Redemption Agency was
overwhelmed by the voluminous sorting task required to handle the millions of
dollars per day that were coming their way.  Murray was determined to streamline
procedures in order to improve the flow of the work and the responsiveness of his
office.  One way to do this was to reduce bookkeeping.

Obviously discontinuing the bank-by-bank record keeping for the out-
standing circulations for the liquidated banks would help considerably.  The mag-
nitude of the reduction in that effort can be measured by the number of such
banks that his clerks were tracking in 1910.  There were about 2,130 of those
banks.

How the Annual Tables for Closed Banks Were Created
The Outstanding circulations for the closed banks came from the

National Currency and Bond Ledgers, the same ledgers that we have demonstrat-
ed to have been fraught with sorting and bookkeeping mistakes that simply com-
pounded over the decades.  After a bank was liquidated, those accounts were
moved to a series of specialized redemption ledgers where the declining outstand-
ing circulations were tracked as notes continued to be redeemed.  The clerks sim-
ply compiled the tables in the annual reports from those balances.
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Record keeping was particularly onerous for the harried clerks in the
numerous cases where the liquidated bank was succeeded by another with exactly
the same title but a different charter number.  If the succeeding bank did not
assume the circulation of the former, then separate accounts had to be maintained
for both the old and new banks.

Our fun began when we started looking at situations where both the old
and new banks were liquidated before 1910.  There were plenty of such cases.
The Out in 1910 tables then contained entries for both, and what a mess we
found!

We sympathize with everyone
involved.  On the front line, the poor
sorters in the redemption agency simply
couldn’t keep the notes from the two banks
separated because all had the same title.  In
the worst cases, the notes were from the
same series, sometimes even the same plate
layout.  Many of the Original Series notes
they had to deal with didn’t even have char-
ter numbers.  What were they going to do,
look at plate dates to figure things out?

In the back rooms, the clerks
couldn’t log the entries sent to them by the
redemption agency into the right set of
ledgers.

Let’s look at some case histories.
What you will see here are not the forego-
ing problems, but rather simple mix-ups
caused by abstracting data for the wrong
bank and putting it into the tables in the
annual report.  We already can assume that
the numbers are no good, but even so, to
see the data for the banks so thoroughly
mixed is the last straw.  

Case 1:  The First National Banks
of Granville, Ohio

Two banks operated in Granville,
Ohio, under the title of The First National
Bank.  Charter #388 opened in April 1864
and was liquidated January 1879.  The
books showed that $34,365 in nationals
remained “on the street” at close.  Charter
#2496 opened October 1880 and closed
February 1886 with $26,500 out.

Take a look at Table 1 and see
with amazement that both 1910 balances
just happened to be exactly $1,041!  This, of
course, defies all odds.

We don’t need to bloody you up by
walking you through Table 1 to see the
obvious problems.  A cursory glance by you
at the numbers will reveal that the data for
the two banks became commingled as early
as 1890.  The reported balances are clearly
in error for the next 14 years for one or
both banks.

TABLE 1: GRANVILLE, OH, FIRST NATIONAL BANKS
OUTSTANDING CIRCULATION COMPARISON

Declining Outstanding Circulation Balances 
FNB Charter #388 FNB Charter #2496
Liq Jan 14, 1879 Liq Feb 15, 1886

Year Circ at Close $45,000 Circ at Close $26,500
1879 $28,993 n/a
1880 $25,421 n/a
1881 $21,751 n/a
1882 $15,656 n/a
1883 $10,256 n/a
1884 $6,731 n/a
1885 $4,471 n/a
1886 $3,371 $21,710
1887 $2,856 $15,990
1888 $2,226 $10,360
1889 $1,886 $6,090
1890 $1,746 $1,746
1891 $2,590 $1,586
1892 $1,236 $1,236
1893 $1,436 $1,290
1894 $1,266 $1,030
1895 $1,276 $570
1896 $1,226 $1,226
1897 $1,186 $1,186
1898 $1,166 $120
1899 $1,166 $1,166
1900 $1,146 $1,146
1901 $1,146 $1,146
1902 $1,146 $1,146
1903 $1,096 $1,096
1904 $1,086 $1,086
1905 $1,086 $0
1906 $1,066 $0
1907 $1,065 $0
1908 $1,046 $1,046
1909 $1,046 $1,046
1910 $1,041 $1,041
Census One Unreported

Sources: Comptroller of the Currency Annual Reports,
Census Data from Don C. Kelly 6th Edition.
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The notes from Charter #2496 are shown as all redeemed from 1905 to
1907.  This defies reason because #2496 was the younger bank by some 14 years.
Clearly the notes from #388 had been credited into the account of #2496.  Had
they stopped publishing these tables in 1907 rather than 1910, charter #2496
would have been reported as all notes redeemed in our catalogs instead of a
rounded $1,040!  Regardless, none of the reported numbers for either bank is any
good.   

The illustrations in Figure 2 will give you an idea of the nearly impossi-
ble situation the redemption clerks faced.  Shown are the certified proofs for the
notes from both FNB of Granville charters – the economical Bureau of
Engraving and Printing simply reworked the earlier Charter #388 plates into
Charter #2496 plates, changing the Treasury signatures and dates.  The basic lay-
outs were identical, leaving no wonder that identification errors swept into the
fast paced redemption process.    

Figure 2 – Both First National banks
of Granville, Ohio, issued $10 and
$20 Series of 1875 notes.  Shown are
proofs of the $20s issued to both
charters (Charter #388 top, #2496
bottom).  The same plate was used to
print both, wherein only the plate’s
date and treasury signatures differed.
Could you consistently sort such
notes properly if you were unaware
that there were two banks with the
same title?  The problem would be
especially difficult when Original
Series notes without charter numbers
from Charter #388 arrived at your
desk.
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Cases 2 and 3:  The Iowa City National Bank 
and the First National Banks of Pontiac

The Iowa City National Bank, Charter #977, operated from 1865 to
1875.  A new Iowa City National Bank, Charter #2821, operated from 1882 to
1889.  The First National Bank of Pontiac, Michigan, Charter #434, operated

from 1864 to 1881.   Charter #2607 with the
same title succeeded it and operated from
1882 to 1892.  

Neither the younger of the Iowa
City or Pontiac banks assumed the circula-
tion of their earlier counterpart, although
the newer Pontiac bank received Series of
1875 notes from plates the BEP updated
from the Charter #434 plates.  Figure 3
shows the eye-test situation created by
reusing the Pontiac plates.  Once again
notice that the final balances shown in 1910
for the respective pairs of banks are identi-
cal, the Iowa City pair at $1,426 and the
Pontiac pair at $2,092 (Tables 2 and 3).
This is too fantastic to be believed, and
shouldn’t.   

The annual listings for both the
Iowa City and Pontiac banks are so erratic
that you can even see instances where the
balances for surviving notes increase year to
year rather than decline.  It is obvious that
the clerks making the tables were pulling the
balances from the ledger of the wrong bank.
It didn’t matter, by then the redemptions for
the banks already were mixed so none of the
numbers were any good anyway.  

Figure 3 (Below Left and Below Right) –The worn
notes from both First National Banks of Pontiac
were redeemed simultaneously for 30 years.  The
Series of 1875 notes for Charter #2607 (bottom)
were printed from the same Original/1875 10-10-
10-20 plate used to print those for #434, except the

plate date and treasury sig-
natures had been updated.
How could any harried
sorter credit either to the
right bank, especially
Original Series notes with-
out charter numbers from
Charter #434?

TABLE 2:  IOWA CITY, IA, NATIONAL BANKS
OUTSTANDING CIRCULATION COMPARISON

Declining Outstanding Circulation Balances 
Charter #977 Charter #2821
Liq April 14, 1875 Liq Feb 7, 1889

Year Circ at Close $112,500 Circ at Close $45,000
1890 $1,832 $25,140
1891 $1,819 $16,610
1892 $1,718 $10,550
1893 $1,624 $6,780
1894 $1,624 $4,320
1895 $1,580 $2,950
1896 $1,578 $2,200
1897 $1,556 $1,630
1898 $1,551 $1,551
1899 $1,531 $1,531
1900 $2,161 $1,521
1901 $1,511 $1,511
1902 $1,471 $1,471
1903 $1,461 $815
1904 $1,461 $815
1905 $1,461 $715
1906 $1,451 $585
1907 $1,450 $585
1908 $1,451 $1,451
1909 $1,451 $1,451
1910 $1,426 $1,426
Census Unreported One

1877-89 Omitted for Charter #977. Sources as in Table 1.
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TABLE 3: PONTIAC, MI, FIRST NATIONAL BANKS
OUTSTANDING CIRCULATION COMPARISON

Declining Outstanding Circulation Balances
FNB Charter 434 FNB Charter 2607
Liq Dec 31, 1881 Liq Dec 31, 1892

Year Circ at Close $90,000 Circ at Close $21,750
1882 $76,762 n/a
1883 $55,745 n/a
1884 $38,980 n/a
1885 $24,630 n/a
1886 $17,618 n/a
1887 $13,665 n/a
1888 $9,325 n/a
1889 $7,093 n/a
1890 $5,482 n/a
1891 $4,652 n/a
1892 $3,932 n/a
1893 $3,537 $3,537
1894 $2,984 $10,670
1895 $2,654 $7,640
1896 $5,180 $5,180
1897 $2,614 $3,850
1898 $2,810 $5,180
1899 $2,387 $2,387
1900 $2,427 $2,427
1901 $2,387 $2,387
1902 $2,357 $2,357
1903 $2,307 $2,307
1904 $2,297 $920
1905 $2,297 $2,297
1906 $2,227 $700
1907 $3,227 $700
1908 $610 $2,147
1909 $2,147 $2,147
1910 $2,092 $2,092
Census Unreported One

Sources as in Table 1.
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Case 4:  The First National Banks of Woodstock, Illinois
Important to this discussion is the fact that the errors are not limited

solely to cases where we spot two banks having identical Out in 1910 balances.
The books for the two First National Banks of Woodstock, Illinois, are great fun.

The first First National Bank of
Woodstock, Charter #372, operated from
1864 to 1882 and ended with an Out in
1910 balance of $1,220.  The second with
Charter #2675 operated from 1882 to 1889,
and ended up with an Out in 1910 balance
of $440.  There is no obvious sign anything
is amiss with these data when you
encounter either separately in the
Hickman-Oakes or Kelly catalogs.
However, when you find both and observe
that the older bank has the larger number,
you should be suspicious.

Table 4 discloses that as early as
1891 the bookkeeping between the two
charters was confused and erratic.  It is only
luck of the draw that the clerks compiling
the table in 1910 found the redemption
ledgers for both banks and reported differ-
ent balances.  Do you believe that the bal-
ance for the younger bank should be a third
of that for the older bank?  Do you suspect
that maybe the sorters were crediting
Charter #2675 with the notes redeemed
from Charter #372 all those years!  Gee,
imagine that.  Do you want to pay three
times as much for a note from Charter
#2675 as one from Charter #372?

Conclusion
There are now three strikes against

the reliability of the officially reported Out
in 1910 data:  (1) Widespread and massive
sorting errors that caused notes to be cred-
ited to the wrong bank;  (2) Write-offs of
tens of millions of dollars of unredeemed
notes during the extension of charters that
are not accounted for in the Large Out
Balances maintained for the affected banks;
And now, (3) as documented herein, an
inability to credit the proper balance to the
right bank in cases where both had the
same title.

The conclusion that we draw is obvious.  The outstanding 1910 amounts
listed in our catalogs are unreliable.  It is now a case of buyer be very wary of
these numbers.  Develop and use other more reliable and internally comparable
means to judge the rarity of the notes you buy and collect. 

TABLE 4: WOODSTOCK, IL, FIRST NATIONAL BANKS
OUTSTANDING CIRCULATION COMPARISON

Declining Outstanding Circulation Balances
FNB Charter 372 FNB Charter 2675
Liq April 30, 1882 Liq October 1889

Year Circ at Close $45,000 Circ at Close $27,000
1882 $39,600 n/a
1883 $27,100 n/a
1884 $18,100 n/a
1885 $10,650 n/a
1886 $6,480 n/a
1887 $4,190 n/a
1888 $3,060 n/a
1889 $2,340 n/a
1890 $2,010 $17,270
1891 $1,790 $1,790
1892 $235 $1,235
1893 $1,595 $4,860
1894 $1,595 $2,950
1895 $1,475 $2,190
1896 $1,455 $1,470
1897 $1,425 $1,190
1898 $1,380 $1,380
1899 $1,355 $1,355
1900 $1,325 $1,325
1901 $1,305 $1,305
1902 $1,315 $770
1903 $1,255 $770
1904 $1,285 $680
1905 $1,185 $1,185
1906 $1,150 $1,150
1907 $1,250 $540
1908 $450 $235
1909 $235 $1,235
1910 $1,220 $440
Census Unreported Unreported

Sources as in Table 1.
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